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We investigate dynamics of magnetic thin-shells in three dimensional anti de Sitter background.
Because of the magnetic field, an oscillatory solution is possible. This oscillating shell can tunnel
to a collapsing shell or a bouncing shell, where both of tunnelings induce an event horizon and a
singularity. In the entire path integral, via the oscillating solution, there is a non-zero probability
to maintain a trivial causal structure without a singularity. Therefore, due to the path integral,
the entire wave function can conserve information. Since an oscillating shell can tunnel after a
number of oscillations, in the end, it will allow an infinite number of different branchings to classical
histories. This system can be a good model of the effective loss of information, where information
is conserved by a solution that is originated from gauge fields.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The information loss problem [1] is one of the most interesting topics to understand the theory of everything
as well as the principles of quantum gravity. The information loss problem is difficult to resolve since there ap-
pears a contradiction between well-experienced principles. These contradictory principles are basically unitary
quantum mechanics and general relativity. There was a trial to resolve the tension between unitary quantum
mechanics and general relativity, the black hole complementarity principle [2], though recently it was widely
accepted that this principle is inconsistent [3, 4] and hence we have to give up one of the principles, e.g., either
unitarity or general relativity.
a. Effective loss of information The theory of quantum gravity should explain the tension between uni-
tarity and general relativity. Although there are various candidates to try to resolve this trouble, one of the
promising candidates is the effective loss of information [5, 6].
If we interpret this idea in the Lorentzian signatures [6] (also, recently [7]), there exists a unitary observer who
gathers all information in the superspace (a functional space of fields). This means that the unitary observer
should see approximately a superposition of various semi-classical histories, including a non-trivial geometry
(so to speak g
(1)
µν , that describes an evaporating black hole according to Hawking’s calculations) and a trivial
geometry (so to speak g
(2)
µν , hence no event horizon and no singularity). Each history should be weighted by a
proper probability:
〈gµν〉 ≃ p1g(1)µν + p2g(2)µν + .... (1)
3If there exists a trivial geometry among semi-classical histories, then correlations between the collapsing matter
and the asymptotic infinity will be conserved following this history: 〈φφ〉2 → const as time goes on. On the
other hand, correlations will decay to zero for the case of the non-trivial geometry that has an event horizon
and a singularity: 〈φφ〉1 → 0 as time goes on. Then the entire correlation function will be dominated by the
trivial geometry in the end although its probability in itself is more highly suppressed than the most probable
and non-trivial geometry, i.e., p1 ≫ p2:
〈φφ〉 ≃ p1〈φφ〉1 + p2〈φφ〉2 + ... ≃t→∞ p2 × const. (2)
This explains the information conservation of the unitary observer [8]. In the end, the unitary observer will
see a superposition of trivial geometry and non-trivial geometry. Although each history (e.g., g
(1)
µν or g
(2)
µν ) will
satisfy the semi-classical equations, the superposed geometry (i.e., 〈gµν〉) does not necessarily satisfy the semi-
classical equations. Therefore, for the unitary observer, he/she does not necessarily satisfy general relativity.
This violation can be even large around the horizon scale, and hence one may see some strange behaviors
around the horizon scale, where this can be named by a firewall phenomenon and the effects of the firewall
should be observed by the unitary observer as expected by [9]; of course, it does not necessarily mean that this
is a kind of barrier where a free-falling observer cannot penetrate there.
On the other hand, a semi-classical observer (who lives in a specific metric) should follow one of histories,
since each history is classicalized independently. Probably, the semi-classical observer will see the most probable
history g
(1)
µν , where it will contain an evaporating black hole geometry according to well-known semi-classical
quantum field theory. Therefore, the semi-classical observer will see general relativity and the local quantum
field theory, while also experience a violation of unitarity. This is the reason why we call this idea the effective
loss of information; information is conserved, but semi-classical observers probably cannot restore information
effectively.
b. Motivations This line of understanding elegantly explains the tension between unitary quantum me-
chanics and general relativity. However, this requires technical justifications. The critical question is as follows:
for all gravitational collapses or formations of black objects, can there exist a trivial and classicalized geometry
via non-perturbative effects? Regarding this question, we do not have a general proof on the existence of such
non-perturbative channels for all possible gravitational collapses. However, what we can say is that, at least, for
some special cases, we can explicitly construct such non-trivial and trivial geometries. One of special examples
is a thin-shell collapsing bubble [10] in anti de Sitter (AdS) background [6]. Even though we are still considering
a special example, as we investigate further, we believe that we can extend to the most general case, as long as
our understanding is fundamentally true.
For the thin-shell collapsing case, it clearly shows that there can exist a tunneling channel that mediates
a trivial geometry. This is nothing but a tunneling from a collapsing shell to a bouncing shell. Therefore,
in the end, the tunneling channels are not so complicated. However, can there be any other complication of
such a tunneling? If the shell dynamics allows more tunneling channels, we may need to sum over much more
divergent histories. To find a good toy model, in this paper, we consider a thin-shell (in fact, thin-ring in
2 + 1 dimensions) that has a magnetic field on the shell, motivated from previous works in [11]. Because of
4fluxes, there is a competition between various factors: vacuum energy pressure, gravitational attraction, and
conservation of magnetic fluxes. This will allow more complicated and rich histories, and hence this model will
be an interesting toy model that realizes the effective loss of information.
c. Contents This paper is organized as follows. In SEC. II, we discuss a thin magnetic shell system in
three dimensions. In SEC. III, we summarize possible shell dynamics as well as their tunneling processes.
Finally, in SEC. IV, we summarize our results and discuss possible future applications. In this paper, we use
the conventions: c = ~ = G = 1.
II. THREE-DIMENSIONAL MAGNETIC SHELLS
To realize a thin magnetic shell, we introduce a three dimensional system with a complex scalar field and a
gauge field. Since the system is in three dimensions, there can exist a field combination that has a constant
magnetic field within a certain region. This is partly similar with a vortex [11], though we will consider the
case when the magnetic field is confined on the shell, where this is different from the case of a vortex.
A. Model
Let us introduce the action in three dimensions by
S =
∫
d3x
√−g
[
1
16π
(R − 2Λ)− 1
2
(φ;µ − ieAµφ) gµν
(
φ;ν + ieAνφ
)− U(φφ¯)− 1
16π
FµνF
µν
]
, (3)
where R is the Ricci scalar, φ is a complex scalar field with a gauge coupling e and a gauge field Aµ, where
Fµν = Aν;µ −Aµ;ν .
The Einstein equation is
Gµν + Λgµν = 8πTµν , (4)
where the energy-momentum tensor is
Tµν =
1
2
(
φ;µφ;ν + φ;µφ;ν
)
+
1
2
(
φ;µieAνφ− φ;νieAµφ− φ;µieAνφ+ φ;ν ieAµφ
)
+
1
4π
FµρFν
ρ + e2AµAνφφ+ Lgµν , (5)
where L = −(1/2) (φ;µ − ieAµφ) gµν
(
φ;ν + ieAνφ
)− U − (1/16π)FµνFµν .
The field equations for the complex scalar field φ and the gauge field Aµ are as follows:
φ;µνg
µν − ieAµ (2φ;µ − ieAµφ) − ieAµ;νgµνφ− dU
dφ¯
= 0, (6)
1
2π
F νµ;ν + ieφ
(
φ;µ + ieAµφ
)− ieφ (φ;µ − ieAµφ) = 0. (7)
5B. Static and circular symmetric metric
We use the static and circular symmetric metric ansatz
ds2 = −h(r)dt2 + 1
f(r)
dr2 + r2dϕ2. (8)
In addition, we impose
φ(r, ϕ) =
ψ(r)√
4π
einϕ, (9)
where n is an integer and ψ(r) is a real valued function. Since we assume that ψ is real and there is the angular
dependence, the gauge field is sufficient to choose
Aµ =
[
0, 0,
n(1− a)
e
]
. (10)
We can reduce the components of the action as follows:
φ;µ − ieAµφ =


0
ψ′
inψa

 e
inϕ
√
4π
, (11)
1
2
(φ;µ − ieAµφ) gµν
(
φ;ν + ieAνφ
)
=
1
8π
ψ′2f +
n2ψ2a2
8πr2
, (12)
Fµν =
na′
e


0 0 0
0 0 −1
0 1 0

 , (13)
and
1
16π
FµνF
µν =
n2a′2f
8πe2r2
, (14)
where ′ is a derivation with respect to r. Then, the reduced action becomes
S = −1
8
∫
drdt
[(
2rh′′hf − rh′2f + rh′f ′h+ 2fh′h+ 2f ′h2
2h2
+ 2Λr
)
+2r
(
ψ′2f +
n2a′2f
e2r2
+ 8πU(ψ2) +
n2ψ2a2
r2
)]
. (15)
The components of Einstein tensors and energy-momentum tensors are
Gtt = −hf
′
2r
, (16)
Grr =
h′
2rh
, (17)
Gϕϕ =
2h′′hf − h′2f + h′f ′h
4h2
r2, (18)
8πTtt − gttΛ =
(
ψ′2f +
n2a′2f
e2r2
+
n2ψ2a2
r2
+ Λ+ 8πU
)
h, (19)
8πTrr − grrΛ =
(
ψ′2f +
n2a′2f
e2r2
− n
2ψ2a2
r2
− Λ− 8πU
)
1
f
, (20)
8πTϕϕ − gϕϕΛ =
(
−ψ′2f + n
2a′2f
e2r2
+
n2ψ2a2
r2
− Λ− 8πU
)
r2. (21)
6Then one can completely write the Einstein equations: Gµν + Λgµν = 8πTµν . The other field equations are as
follows:
ψ′′ +
(
f ′
f
+
1
r
)
ψ′ − n
2a2
r2f
ψ − 4πU
′
f
= 0, (22)
a′′ +
(
f ′
f
− 1
r
)
a′ − e
2ψ2
f
a = 0. (23)
By comparing the tt-component and rr-component of the Einstein equations, we obtain one consistency
relation:
ψ′2 +
n2a′2
e2r2
=
1
4r
(
h′
h
− f
′
f
)
. (24)
Therefore, if f = h, then ψ′ = a′ = 0 is required and hence all non-trivial solutions should be time-dependent.
C. Thin-shell approximation
To consider a non-trivial field combination, either we should consider fully dynamical field combinations by a
numerical method or we need to use the thin-shell approximation [12] (although it is better to say thin-ring) so
that the outside the shell and the inside the shell satisfy ψ′ = a′ = 0 (with different mass and vacuum energy)
while ψ′ and a′ are non-trivial only on the shell.
For a static metric, if ψ′ = a′ = 0, then f = h and hence the following is a reasonable ansatz:
ds2 = −f±(R)dT 2 + 1
f±(R)
dR2 +R2dϕ2, (25)
where the shell locates at R = r(t), − is for inside (r > R), and + is for outside (r < R) the shell. The shell
metric is represented by the reduced metric
ds2shell = −dt2 + r2(t)dϕ2. (26)
For inside and outside the shell, we choose the stationary solution:
ψ−(R) = 0, a−(R) = 1, U
′(ψ−) = 0, Λ + 8πU(ψ−) ≡ Λ−, (27)
and
ψ+(R) = ψf , a+(R) = 0, U
′(ψ+) = 0, Λ + 8πU(ψ+) ≡ Λ+. (28)
Then, for inside and outside, the metric should satisfy the equations:
f ′′± + 2Λ± = 0, (29)
f ′± + 2rΛ± = 0. (30)
Therefore,
f± = −M± + R
2
ℓ2±
, (31)
7where ℓ± = 1/
√−Λ± and this is well-embedded in one type of Banados-Teitelboim-Zanelli (BTZ) solutions
[13]. In this paper, we choose M− = −1 (pure AdS) and M+ > 0 to maintain a trivial geometry for inside the
shell.
The junction equation and the energy-conservation equation become [12]
ǫ−
√
r˙2 + f− − ǫ+
√
r˙2 + f+ = λr, (32)
d
dr
(rλ) + p = 0, (33)
where λ is the tension, p is the pressure of the shell, ǫ± = ±1, and the signs of ǫ± should be recovered by
comparing with the signs of extrinsic curvatures. Especially, the first equation is simplified to
r˙2 + V (r) = 0, (34)
V (r) ≡ f+ −
(
f− − f+ − λ2r2
)2
4λ2r2
. (35)
D. Details on tensions
One important point from the magnetic shell is that the relation between the tension and the pressure can
be functions of r. The equation of state should contain information or back-reactions on n and e, etc. The
kinetic terms in the thin-shell limit (∆r ≪ r) becomes
ψ′2 ≃
(
∆ψ
∆r
)2
≃ ψ
2
f
∆r2
∝ δ(R − r), (36)
1
e2
a′2 ≃ 1
e2
(
∆a
∆r
)2
≃ 1
e2
1
∆r2
∝ δ(R − r), (37)
by assuming ψ2f /∆r and 1/(e
2∆r) converge to constants in the ∆r ≪ r limit.
This is consistent in terms of the energy-momentum tensors,
T µν ≃


−λ 0 0
0 +λ 0
0 0 +p

 δ(R− r) + (bulk terms) , (38)
and hence
T µν |shell ≃

 −λ 0
0 +p

 (39)
on the shell, where
λ ≡ λψ + n2λa, (40)
p ≡ −λψ + n2λa, (41)
and we define λψ and λa are tension terms those came from the kinetic terms of ψ and a, respectively. By
solving the energy-conservation equation, we obtain
λψ = const, λa =
C
r2
, (42)
8V(r)
r
FIG. 1: Possible classes of effective potentials V (r).
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FIG. 2: Examples of various zeros, where ℓ+ = 10, λψ = n
2C = 0.45, M+ = 0.005 (left, r+ ≃ 0.7) or M+ = 10
−6
(right, r+ ≃ 0.01), and ℓ− = 5 (red, there exist bouncing solutions), ℓ− = 2.5 (blue, there is no bouncing solutions), and
ℓ− ≃ 2.86 (black, critical limit).
where C is a constant. Therefore, it is consistent to match that ψ2f /∆r ≃ λψ and 1/(e2∆r) ≃ C in the thin-shell
limit.
Then the junction equation what we have to solve is
ǫ−
√
r˙2 + 1 +
r2
ℓ2−
− ǫ+
√
r˙2 −M+ + r
2
ℓ2+
=
(
λψ + n
2 C
r2
)
r. (43)
We emphasize again that this equation is consistent when ψ2f /∆r and 1/(e
2∆r) converge to constants in the
∆r ≪ r limit. Physically, this requires ψf ≪ 1 (this can be assumed by tuning a shape of the potential U) and
e≫ 1, i.e., the magnetic charge (∝ 1/e) should be sufficiently small.
9III. DYNAMICS OF THIN MAGNETIC SHELLS
In this section, we classify possible classical trajectories of magnetic shells as well as their possible tunneling
channels.
A. Classification of effective potential
First let us observe the possible solutions those satisfy r˙2 = 0. From simple observations, it is trivial that
V (r) = 0 is in fact a fourth order equation of r2 (i.e., eighth order equation of r). Therefore, if we restrict
r > 0, then there are at most four solutions.
In addition, let us see the behaviors of small r and large r limits.
– In r → 0 limit,
V (r) ≃ −n
2C
4r2
+
1
2
(
1−M+ − λψn2C
)
+
1
2
[(
1
ℓ2−
+
1
ℓ2+
− λ
2
ψ
2
)
− (1 +M+)
2
2C2n2
]
r2 +O (r4) . (44)
Therefore, at once C > 0, then always r goes to negative infinity.
– In r →∞ limit
V (r) ≃
[
1
ℓ2+
− 1
4λ2ψ
A2
]
r2 +
[
−M+ − A
2λ2ψ
(
1 +M+ − n
2C
λψ
A− 2λψn2C
)]
+O
(
1
r2
)
, (45)
where
A ≡ 1
ℓ2−
− 1
ℓ2+
− λ2ψ. (46)
Therefore, the sign of 1/ℓ2+ −A2/4λ2ψ determines the behavior of r in the large r limit, and hence if it is
positive, zero, or negative, then V (r) diverges to positive infinity, converges to a constant, or diverges to
negative infinity, respectively.
Therefore, there are possible cases depending on the number of zeros of V (r) = 0 (FIG. 1; for numerical
examples, FIG. 2):
1. No zero. Then there are asymmetric collapsing and expanding solutions.
2. One zero. Then there is only a symmetric collapsing solution.
3. Two zeros. Then there are symmetric collapsing and bouncing solutions.
4. Three zeros. Then there is a symmetric collapsing solution, as well as an oscillating solution.
5. Four zeros. Then there are symmetric collapsing and bouncing solutions, as well as an oscillating solution.
Asymmetric and symmetric solutions are already well-known even in four dimensional cases. However, the
oscillating solution is quite a new feature in our model (although an oscillating solution was known from a
space-like shell [14] or a rotating shell [12]).
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FIG. 3: ǫ± and their trajectories for symmetric and oscillating solutions. The gray colored boxes are not allowed. Small
black arrows denote outward normal directions.
inner region outer region
R=0 R=infinity
ε-=+1
singularity
R=infinity
ε+=-1
ε+=+1
BTZ7 BTZ8
AdS5
ε+=-1
FIG. 4: ǫ± and their trajectories for asymmetric solutions.
B. Causal structures and tunneling channels
The extrinsic curvatures β± determine the signs of ǫ±, where
β± ≡ f− − f+ ∓ λ
2r2
2λr
= ǫ±
√
r˙2 + f± (47)
∝


∓n22 C r → 0,
1
ℓ2
−
− 1
ℓ2
+
∓ λ2ψ r →∞.
(48)
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FIG. 5: β+ (red dashed) and V (r) (red) for ℓ+ = 10, λψ = n
2C = 0.45, M+ = 0.00385, and ℓ− = 5. There exists a
symmetric collapsing solution that has a positive β+ around the symmetric point.
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r
-0.4
-0.2
0.2
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FIG. 6: β+ for ℓ+ = 10, λψ = n
2C = 0.45, M+ = 10
−6, and ℓ− = 5 (red), ℓ− = 2.5 (blue), and ℓ− ≃ 2.86 (black). Note
that β− is positive for all region.
Therefore, for the collapsing shell, ǫ+ = −1 and ǫ− = +1 in the r → 0 limit. In addition, for the bouncing
shell, it is up to the signs of A and A + 2λ2ψ. Note that for the inner region, β− < 0 is beyond the physical
region and hence it is more reasonable to choose A+ 2λ2ψ > 0.
From these information, let us classify classical solutions (FIG. 3 and FIG. 4):
– For a symmetric collapsing solution, there are two possibilities, either ǫ+ is always negative and hence
AdS2 − BTZ1 or ǫ+ changes the sign and hence AdS2 − BTZ3.
– For a symmetric bouncing solution, there are two possibilities, either ǫ+ is negative and hence AdS4−BTZ5
or ǫ+ is positive and hence AdS4 − BTZ6.
– For an oscillating solution, the shell should not cross over the event horizon. Hence, β+ cannot change
the sign. What we are interested in is the case β± > 0 for all cases.
– For an asymmetric solution, if β+ does not change the sign, then it becomes AdS5 − BTZ7, while if it
changes, then it becomes AdS5 − BTZ8. In addition, their opposite diagrams (asymmetric collapsing
solutions) are also allowed.
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FIG. 7: The causal structure of an oscillatory magnetic shell (left is inside and right is outside).
Let us tune parameters so that there exists r0 with V (r0) = V
′(r0) = 0. Note that V = f+ − β2+ and
V ′ = f ′+−2β+β′+. Near r0, r should be larger than the size of the event horizon and hence it should be f+ > 0.
Therefore, β+ > 0 is required. Like this, if we tune parameters around this extreme limit, then we can find
a symmetric collapsing solution that has a region where β+ > 0 around the turning point (V (r) = 0), e.g.,
FIG. 5. On the other hand, it is also possible that β+ is always negative for symmetric collapsing solutions,
while β+ is always positive for oscillating solutions (e.g., FIG. 6). For convenience, we will only consider the
case that β+ < 0 for all symmetric bouncing solutions.
Then by choosing parameters, the following tunneling channels are possible via Farhi-Guth-Guven tunneling
[15]. FIG. 7 is the causal structure of an oscillating shell. This shell can be built by a regular initial condition,
or it can be tunneled from a regular initial collapsing shell ((B) in FIG. 8), while it was originally just a
collapsing shell that forms a black hole ((A) in FIG. 8, analogous with [17]). For (A) and (B) in FIG. 8, we
did not specified the initial singularity, since it does not suffer from a singularity theorem and we may think
that a physical condition can induce such a gravitational collapse, like a star interior. Note that (A) is possible
only if the parameters allow β+ > 0 for a certain region of the symmetric collapsing solution part.
After an oscillating shell is formed, it can tunnel to either a collapsing or an expanding shell. If it allows a
β+ > 0 region for a symmetric collapsing shell, then (C) in FIG. 8 is the causal structure after the tunneling;
if β+ < 0 for all region, then it should tunnel as (D) in FIG. 9. If the oscillating shell tunnels to an expanding
shell and β+ < 0 for such an expanding region, then (E) in FIG. 9 is the corresponding causal structure. For
this case, the shell will touch the future infinity and it will form a Cauchy horizon in the end.
C. Comments on information loss problem
Let us imagine a situation that, from a unitary process, an oscillatory shell was created. If it tunnels
to smaller or larger shell, then it should form a BTZ black hole. As we know, a BTZ black hole does not
completely evaporate and hence the black hole is eternal. In terms of correlations between the inside the black
hole and the asymptotic observer, it will eventually decay to zero as time goes on. Therefore, for a fixed BTZ
13
FIG. 8: Possible tunneling channels when the shell does not cross the event horizon. (A) A regular process generates
a collapsing shell. (B) A collapsing shell can tunnel and form an oscillating shell. (C) An oscillating shell tunnels to a
collapsing shell and forms a black hole.
FIG. 9: Possible tunneling channels when the shell crosses the event horizon. (D) An oscillating shell tunnels to a
collapsing shell and forms a black hole. (E) An oscillating shell tunnels to an expanding shell.
geometry, information disappears.
On the other hand, at once there is a probability to form a magnetic shell, there is some hope to recover
information. For a given asymptotic anti de Sitter boundary, in fact, there are infinitely many numbers of
tunneling channels, and the unitary observer should add all geometries to obtain the correct correlations. The
14
effective geometry of the observer would look like 〈gµν〉, where this can be approximated by summing over
on-shell histories:
〈gµν〉 ≃ pcg(c)µν +
(
p 1
2
g
( 1
2
)
µν + p1g
(1)
µν + p 3
2
g
( 3
2
)
µν + ...
)
, (49)
where g
(c)
µν is the oscillatory magnetic shell (left and right of FIG. 7), g
( 1
2
)
µν is the geometry that tunnels from
the maximal radius of the oscillating shell to the expanding shell ((E) of FIG. 9) after a half period oscillation,
g
(1)
µν is the geometry that tunnels from the minimum radius of the oscillating shell to the collapsing shell ((C)
of FIG. 8 or (D) of FIG. 9) after one period oscillation, etc. Note that pis are probabilities of corresponding
histories, i.e., pc is the probability to form an oscillating shell, pn
2
is the probability that tunnels from an
oscillating shell to an expanding shell after n/2 oscillations, and pn is the probability that tunnels from an
oscillating shell to a collapsing shell after n oscillations, for each n.
In terms of correlation functions, the correlation through the geometry g
(c)
µν will not decay in the end via
the trivial geometry. Moreover, as n > 0 increases, even though geometries g
(n)
µν or g
(n
2
)
µν will eventually form a
black hole, they will sustain a trivial geometry for a finite but sufficiently long time so that correlations could
be recovered to the boundary. Therefore, through such histories, correlations will be recovered and hence even
though the probability is low, they will be dominated after a sufficiently long time. This is the way to recover
the correlations and unitarity of the boundary observer.
Note that each geometry will be classicalized independently. Therefore, if one observer freely falls into the
black hole and follows the most probable history, then the observer will eventually lose information. On the
other hand, the unitary observer who can sum all histories will eventually recover information. This is one
realization of the idea so-called effective loss of information. One interesting point is that, regarding our new
example, there will be an infinite number of histories that contribute to unitarity. This is also worthwhile to
note that the unitary observer should gather all geometries and hence the usual Einstein equation cannot hold
for 〈gµν〉. This is the reason why the unitarity and general relativity seemed inconsistent according to [4].
Therefore, in some sense, 〈gµν〉 represents an effective realization of the firewall, and it is fair to say that we
do not need the physical firewall as a physically singular surface around the horizon scale.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated dynamics of a thin-magnetic shell in three dimensional anti de Sitter space.
We were interested in the case that the system allows an oscillating shell. It can tunnel to either a collapsing
shell or an expanding shell. For both cases, they will form a singularity and an event horizon, and hence
information will be lost. However, still there exists a possibility to maintain the trivial geometry via a meta-
stable oscillating shell. Therefore, even though there are solutions which result information loss, after the path
integral, the entire wave function will conserve information.
This is a good realization of the effective loss of information. Our example has some interesting properties:
– We obtained a time-like oscillating shell. This is due to the magnetic field, while the electric field [16] or
15
any other typical gravitational effects (mass, vacuum energy, etc.) were difficult to allow this oscillatory
shell.
– The trivial geometry can tunnel to infinitely divergent histories. Therefore, the unitary observer should
sum over infinitely many histories.
Our example may imply that not only gravity, but also some special properties of gauge fields can contribute to
the information loss problem. In addition, it opens a possibility that contributions from gauge fields as well as
their non-perturbative effects (vortex, magnetic monopole, etc.) will do an important role to the information
loss problem; and these will make a complication to the entire path integral.
Can our result be generalized, for example, to four dimensional spacetime? Can it be applied to Minkowski
or de Sitter background? Can there be an analogous model that can be embedded by the standard model,
GUT, or any other particle physics motivated models? We open these possibilities for future projects.
16
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